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Abstract

In the aftermath of the Great Recession, many countries used low or negative policy

rates to stimulate the economy. These policies gave rise to a rapidly growing literature

that seeks to understand and quantify their impact. A fundamental step when studying

the effectiveness of low and negative policy rates is to understand their transmission to

loan and deposit rates. This paper proposes two models of pass-through from policy

rates to loan and deposit rates that can match important stylized facts while remaining

parsimonious. These models can be used to study the transition between positive and

negative policy rates and to quantify the impact of negative rates on banks.
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1 Introduction

During the Great Recession of 2008-2009 many countries cut their policy rates to zero (or its

vicinity) to fight the downturn and stimulate the economy. The slow recovery that followed

the recession featured nominal rates that remained at zero in many advanced countries

and even became negative in others. The effectiveness of these low and negative rates

has been debated in the press, central banks, and the academic literature, but the matter

remains unsettled. A fundamental issue when studying low or negative policy rates is their

transmission to other interest rates that play an important role in the broader economy. Two

such rates are the interest rate that commercial banks charge on loans (hereafter referred

to as the “loan rate”), and the interest rate that commercial banks pay their customers for

deposits (hereafter referred to as the “deposit rate”). The pass-through of the policy rate to

loan and deposit rates is a crucial component in determining the effectiveness of cutting the

policy rate in low or negative territory.

Empirically, papers like Drechsler et al. (2017) have found that the pass-through of

the policy rate to deposit rates is between 0.5 and 0.6 when rates are in their normal range,

while papers like Eisenschmidt and Smets (2019) have documented that this pass-through is

close to zero when rates are very low or negative. For loan rates, Altavilla et al. (2019) and

Ulate (2019) have documented a pass-through of between 0.5 and one when rates are in their

normal range. The value of the loan rate pass-through when rates are low or negative is a

more contested issue, with papers like Eggertsson et al. (2019) and Amzallag et al. (2019)

claiming that the pass-through is close to zero (or negative), and papers like Ulate (2019)

and Eisenschmidt and Smets (2019) finding that it is still positive. Even though there are

disagreements in this literature, and the topic is still evolving, a rough consensus of the facts

is that the pass-through of the policy rate to loan and deposit rates is positive but incomplete

(say between 0.5 and 0.8) in normal times, the pass-through of the policy rate to the deposit

rate is roughly zero in negative territory, and the pass-through of the policy rate to the loan

rate is intermediate in negative territory.

In this paper, I propose two models of interest rate pass-through that can capture the

facts mentioned in the previous paragraph while remaining tractable. These models extend

and modify the static banking model of Ulate (2019), which is unable to capture non-unitary

pass-through. The original model of Ulate (2019) contains separate borrowers and savers that

solve a two period problem. Additionally, it assumes that customers: 1) choose a single bank

from a continuum of possibilities over which they have differentiated preferences, 2) choose

their bank before other quantities of interest, 3) have a unitary intertemporal elasticity of

substitution, and 4) can only save/borrow through banks. These four assumptions imply
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Figure 1: Behavior of rates in the original model of Ulate (2019)

Notes: This figure shows the loan rate, policy rate, and deposit rate behavior as a
function of the policy rate in the original model of Ulate (2019).

that customers have CES preferences between banks in loan demand and deposit supply.

As a consequence, banks set the loan rate as a mark-up on the policy rate and the deposit

rate as a mark-down on the policy rate during “normal times” (i.e. when the policy rate is

above a threshold of roughly 50 basis points). These mark-ups and mark-downs are almost

constant, generating a pass-through of the policy rate to the deposit rate and the loan rate

which is essentially one. This complete pass-through (illustrated in Figure 1) during normal

times is inconsistent with the stylized facts mentioned above.

The first extension developed in this paper maintains assumptions 1, 2 and 4, but

deviates from Ulate (2019) by relaxing assumption 3. Specifically, I assume that borrowers

and savers have a CES utility function between today and tomorrow with an intertemporal

elasticity of substitution greater than one. Consequently, this extension is denoted “High

Intertemporal Substitution” model. For borrowers, an intertemporal elasticity of substitution

greater than one means that when rates are high they want to borrow a small share of their

income. This gives lenders “less monopoly power” and makes them charge a smaller loan

spread. In contrast, savers want to save a higher share of their income when rates are high,
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Figure 2: Behavior of rates in the “High Intertemporal Substitution” model

Notes: This figure shows the loan rate, policy rate, and deposit rate behavior as a
function of the policy rate in the “High Intertemporal Substitution” extended model.

which means that deposit-taking banks have “more monopoly power” and charge a higher

deposit spread. This leads to a behavior of rates, illustrated in Figure 2, which is consistent

with the stylized facts about pass-through discussed earlier.

The second extension developed in this paper maintains assumptions 1, 2 and 3, but

deviates from Ulate (2019) by relaxing assumption 4. Specifically, savers are allowed to use

three type of instruments: cash, deposits, and bonds. Furthermore, cash and deposits (com-

bined through a CES aggregator) provide liquidity, which is valued by customers. Conse-

quently, this extension is denoted “Liquidity and Bonds” model. This setup implies that the

choice of how many deposits to maintain is determined by the comparison of the price of

deposits to the price of liquidity. In contrast, the choice of bank is determined by compar-

ing a bank’s price of liquidity with the price of liquidity offered by other banks. The total

amount of deposits supplied to a bank is a combination of the amount that its customers

want to deposit and the probability that a given customer chooses that bank. Hence, banks

face two different margins of substitution, one given by the elasticity between deposits and

cash in the liquidity aggregator, and the other one given by the dispersion in preferences
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Figure 3: Behavior of rates in the “Liquidity and Bonds” model

Notes: This figure shows the loan rate, policy rate, and deposit rate behavior as a
function of the policy rate in the “Liquidity and Bonds” extended model.

across banks. This leads to a behavior of rates which I illustrate in Figure 3. The behav-

ior of the loan rate is identical to the one in the first model, but the behavior of the deposit

rate is different, as this variable grows linearly with the policy rate.1

After discussing the models and their implications for loan and deposit rate pass-

through, I proceed to discuss their implications for the Return on Equity (ROE) of banks.

The behavior of ROE under the three models is displayed in Figure 4. While the pattern of

ROE is not exactly the same in the extended models as in the original model of Ulate (2019),

the behavior is not too different. In all three models, ROE falls steeply with the policy

rate below a certain threshold ι̃, but has a more moderate behavior above the threshold.2

1The “Liquidity and Bonds” model relies on the same mechanism as the “High Intertemporal Substitution”
model to obtain a non-unitary pass-through for borrowers, but uses a completely different mechanism to
obtain a non-unitary pass-through for savers, as explained in the text. That is why the behavior of the loan
rate is the same in both models but the behavior of the deposit rate is different.

2The value of the threshold and the reason for its existence are discussed extensively in Ulate (2019) and
will also be covered in Section 2. A second threshold i is also present but will not be discussed as much in
this paper, since it is likely to be below -1.5%.
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Figure 4: Model implied relationship between ROE and i

Notes: This figure describes the model-implied relationship between bank (gross) re-
turn on equity (F ′/F , denoted ROE), on the y axis, and the policy rate (i), on the x
axis for three different models. The levels ι̃ and i represent thresholds where commer-
cial banks start reacting differently to the policy rate; their expressions are given in
Section 2. The model of Ulate (2019), explained in Section 2, is the black line. The
“High Intertemporal Substitution” extended model of Section 3 is the blue line. Fi-
nally, the “Liquidity and Bonds” extended model of Section 4 is the red line.

In the static model of Ulate (2019) the slope of ROE below the threshold is around 5,

while above the threshold it is around 1. In the “High Intertemporal Substitution” model,

the slope above the threshold is around zero at first and eventually becomes greater than

one. In the “Liquidity and Bonds” model, the slope above the threshold is slightly higher

than in the original model throughout. Even though there are slight differences, the overall

behavior of ROE is similar under models that feature non-unitary pass-through. This serves

to reassure the reader that the results in Ulate (2019) are not reliant on the assumption of

(approximately) unitary pass-through.

The extended models proposed in this paper can be used to study the impact of

negative nominal interest rates on banks. Since they feature a more realistic pass-through

in “normal times”, they can also be used to build models that more seamlessly capture

the transition between positive and negative territory. Even though both extended models

produce a similar pass-through in normal times, there is still value in having two alternative

models, since researchers might want to include or exclude alternative saving vehicles (i.e.,

cash or bonds) in their DSGE models depending on their specific purposes.
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To my knowledge, this is the first paper that develops banking models with non-

unitary pass-through that contain a continuum of banks and monopoly power. Papers like

Drechsler et al. (2017), Wang et al. (2019), Kurlat (2019), or Balloch and Koby (2019) have

developed models where the pass-through of the policy rate to the deposit rate in normal

territory can differ from one. Certain parametrizations of those models can produce a deposit

pass-through in the 0.5 to 0.6 range. These models are related to the “Liquidity and Bonds”

model, as agents can save not only via deposits with banks, but also in cash or bonds. Cash

and deposits provide liquidity services, while bonds do not. When rates are low, and bonds

and money have a similar return, deposits are not very useful and banks have little monopoly

power, so they set small spreads.

In the papers mentioned in the previous paragraph, the mechanism for non-unitary

pass-through relies on having a limited number of banks. These banks, which have significant

size, realize that they affect the aggregate deposit rate, which changes their rate setting

behavior. If these same models are modified to have a medium or large number of banks

(or, in the limit, a continuum), then even with the introduction of bonds and cash, the pass-

through of the policy rate to the deposit rate approaches one. The timing assumption in the

“Liquidity and Bonds” model, where customers must chose their bank before their saving

amount, is what separates the second extended model from previous papers.

To illustrate the importance of the point in the previous paragraph, consider the

model of Drechsler et al. (2017). For a given set of parameter values, and a single bank

(N = 1), the pass-through of a cut in the policy rate from 2% to 1% is exactly half (i.e.,

0.5).3 However, if all parameters are kept fixed but the number of banks is increased to

five (N = 5), the same measure of pass-through increases from 0.5 to 0.93. This means

that even with a medium, yet realistic, number of banks, the model approximately delivers

unitary pass-through. For a researcher that is interested in a local labor market with a

small number of banks, these types of models can be useful to capture non-unitary pass-

through. In contrast, for a researcher trying to calibrate a DSGE model at the national level,

introducing a realistic number of banks would lead to a nearly complete pass-through in this

family of models. Another downside of having a finite number of banks, is that assumptions

must be made about the evolution of the number of banks in order to be able to solve the

model. In this paper, I develop models that feature non-unitary pass-through during normal

times while featuring a continuum of banks, so that the setup remains tractable and can be

used to analyze a national economy in a general equilibrium setup.

3Specifically, the parameter values used here are δ = 1, η = 1.1, ε = 2 and ρ = 0.5. Other parameter choices
would deliver different values for the pass-through, but the overall message that increasing N pushes the
pass-through towards unity would remain intact.
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This paper is related to the theoretical literature that studies the usefulness of negative

or low policy rates, while being more limited in scope. Brunnermeier and Koby (2018) study

the “reversal rate” (the level of the interest rate where decreasing the policy rate further

becomes contractionary for lending) in a model with monopoly power and capital gains in

banks. Sims and Wu (2019) propose a framework to study three types of unconventional

policies in a unified DSGE model. Eggertsson et al. (2019) propose a monetary DSGE model

with banks that does not contain channels through which negative rates can be effective.

de Groot and Haas (2020) study the signaling channel, a mechanism through which negative

rates can stimulate the economy even if current deposit rates are stuck at zero. Wang (2019)

studies how a low-rate environment can hurt banks and transfer the burden of the net interest

margin from depositors to borrowers. Balloch and Koby (2019) also study the effects of a

low-rate environment with an emphasis on Japan in a model with heterogeneous banks that

have significant size. Rognlie (2016) studies negative rates in a model without banks where

money demand does not become unbounded at zero. None of these papers contain models

of non-unitary pass-through with monopoly power and a continuum of banks like the ones

proposed in this paper.

While the current paper does not present any empirical results, it is motivated by the

empirical literature that discusses the effectiveness of low and negative nominal interest rates.

This literature includes papers like Ampudia and van den Heuvel (2019), Borio et al. (2017),

Claessens et al. (2018), Basten and Mariathasan (2018), Demiralp et al. (2019), Eisenschmidt

and Smets (2019), Lopez et al. (2020), Heider et al. (2019), Altavilla et al. (2018), Bottero

et al. (2019), Hong and Kandrac (2018), Nucera et al. (2017), Amzallag et al. (2019), etc.

This literature has used different exposure measures (or cross-country panel identification)

to study the effectiveness of negative rates, with conflicting results that would be impossible

to summarize coherently in limited space. None of these papers propose models of banking

like the ones developed here, but they support some of the stylized facts about pass-through

mentioned above.

In the models developed in this paper, as in the static model of Ulate (2019), all

financial contracts (both loans and deposits) have a duration of one period. While this

sidestepping of maturity transformation in banking is partially justified by recent work (c.f.

Drechsler et al., 2017, 2018), this is still a simplification adopted for tractability. This allows

the models to deliver realistic pass-through properties without carrying around complicated

asset and liability structures. Wang (2019) develops a model that can accommodate flexible

maturity structures, but doesn’t contain monopoly power. More generally, recent papers

like Hoffmann et al. (2019), Begenau et al. (2015), English et al. (2018), and Gomez et al.

(2016), discuss in much more detail the issue of banks’ risk exposure.
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This paper does not deal with the distinction between the short-run and the long-

run effects of low or negative nominal interest rates. There are at least two short-run

considerations which are not included in this paper. First, loan rates and deposit rates could

react to the policy rate with a lag due to adjustment costs, as in Gerali et al. (2010). Second,

changes in the nominal interest rate can give rise to short-run capital gains for the banking

sector. These gains can stem from the maturity mismatch present in most commercial banks,

or from long-lived securities that increase in value after a cut in the policy rate. This channel

is present in papers like Brunnermeier and Koby (2018) or Wang (2019). Additionally, the

prospect of a long period in low or negative territory might change bank behavior, since the

adjustment costs of modifying their balance sheets or revamping their cash storage facilities,

become less relevant. A model that incorporates all of these issues would be useful, but it

could also be too complex to serve as an intuition-building mechanism.

Recent work by Martinez-Miera and Repullo (2020) (see also Dell’Ariccia et al., 2014;

Repullo, 2004) has examined the implications of different levels of market power in banks

that monitor risky loans with an unobservable and costly technology. They show that the

impact of the safe rate on the risk-taking decisions of banks can vary with the amount of

competition. When there is low market power, lower safe rates lead to lower intermediation

margins and higher risk-taking. In contrast, when there is high market power, lower safe

rates lead to higher intermediation margins and lower risk-taking. Since the models in this

paper do not contain heterogeneous borrowers, they cannot speak to risk-taking effects.

Nevertheless, the mode of competition is also important in this paper. If banks were in

perfect competition, the results from this paper would no longer apply, and the pass-through

in normal times would be complete.4

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the static model

of Ulate (2019) and its implications for interest rate pass-through and bank ROE. Section 3

describes the “High Intertemporal Substitution” model, its assumptions, setup, and intuition.

Similarly, Section 4 describes the “Liquidity ans Bonds” model. Finally, Section 5 concludes.

2 The Static Model of Ulate (2019)

In the model of Ulate (2019), there is a continuum of banks, indexed by j, between zero

and one. Each bank is granted an amount of equity Fj as an endowment at the beginning

of the period, which it combines with an amount of deposits Dj. On the asset side, banks

issue loans Lj and hold reserves Hj. Banks seek to maximize their resources at the end of

4Among other, see Berger et al. (2004), Claessens and Laeven (2004), Degryse and Ongena (2008), and
Drechsler et al. (2017) for papers providing evidence of market power in the banking sector.
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the period, once loans and deposits have been repaid. Each bank faces a downward-sloping

loan demand and an upward-sloping deposit supply captured through a CES aggregator.

The maximization problem that individual bank j faces is the following:

max
ilj ,Lj ,i

d
j ,Dj ,Hj

(1 + ilj)Lj + (1 + i)Hj − (1 + idj )Dj

s.t.

Lj =

(
1 + ilj
1 + il

)−εl
L (1)

Dj =


(

1+idj
1+id

)−εd
D if idj ≥ 0

0 if idj < 0
(2)

Lj +Hj = Fj +Dj (3)

Hj ≥ 0. (4)

Equation (1) represents loan demand. Equation (2) represents deposit supply, and it indi-

cates that a bank obtains no deposits if it sets negative nominal deposit rates. Equations

(1) and (2) can be derived directly from the behavior of borrowers and savers using the four

assumptions mentioned in the introduction, as illustrated in Appendices A.1-A.3 of Ulate

(2019). The aggregate amounts of loans demanded by firms and deposits supplied by house-

holds are L and D respectively. These aggregate quantities are assumed to be unaffected by

any rates in this partial equilibrium model, but they can be made endogenous in more elabo-

rate general equilibrium models. Equation (3) is the bank balance sheet constraint, indicat-

ing that total assets (loans plus reserves) have to equal liabilities (which are just deposits)

plus equity. Equation (4) states that reserves at the central bank must be nonnegative.

This model assumes that εl > 1 and εd < −1, that all banks are given the same amount

of initial equity Fj = F, and that D > L > F. The formal solution to the bank problem is

described in Ulate (2019), here I provide a brief summary. The solution consists of regimes

that apply depending on the level of the policy rate. Regime 1 applies when i ≥ ι̃, Regime

2 when i ≤ i < ι̃, and Regime 3 when i < i. The thresholds are given by ι̃ ≡ − 1
εd
> 0 and

i =

(
L
F

) 1

εl εl

εl−1 −
1

εl−1
L
F
− 1

1 + 1
εl−1

L
F

+ D
F
−
(
L
F

) 1

εl εl

εl−1

< 0.

In Regime 1, when the policy rate is in “normal” territory, all banks set the same gross
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loan and deposit rates, which are given as a mark-up and mark-down on the gross policy rate:

1 + ilj =
εl

εl − 1
(1 + i), 1 + idj =

εd

εd − 1
(1 + i).

This is reminiscent of the solution of the pricing problem of a monopolistically competitive

good producer. In this model, the absolute values of εl and εd will be high in order to match

the steady state spreads between the loan rate and the policy rate and between the policy

rate and the deposit rate. Consequently, the values of εl

εl−1 and εd

εd−1 will be close to one, and

pass-through will be nearly complete. As mentioned in Ulate (2019), in this regime all banks

obtain an amount of deposits equal to the aggregate deposit supply (D), give an amount of

loans equal to the aggregate demand of loans (L), and hold a positive amount of reserves.

In Regime 2, when i ≤ i < ι̃, all banks set idj = 0, receive an amount of deposits

D, give an amount of loans L, and still hold a positive amount of reserves at the central

bank. In this regime the loan rate setting behavior of banks is the same as in Regime 1,

since the marginal use of commercial banks’ resources is still as reserves at the central bank.

Intuitively, Regime 2 exists because there is a range of low and negative policy rates where

banks prefer to receive deposits even if they earn a low or negative spread on them, because it

allows them to maintain their leverage and earn more on their loan franchise. Regime 2 stops

applying when the policy rate crosses the threshold i < 0, where offering deposits at a zero

rate is so costly that at least one commercial bank has incentives to stop doing so. Regime 3,

which applies when i < i, is described in detail in Ulate (2019), but will not be discussed here.

The behavior of interest rates with respect to the policy rate in this model is described

in Figure 1. Since the policy rate is in both axes, the orange line is simply the diagonal.

Additionally, it is clear that the loan rate is a mark-up over the policy rate and the deposit

rate is a mark-down over the policy rate. Moreover, the spreads are essentially constant

when the policy rate is above ι̃ (which is around 50 basis points). The x axis in Figure 1 only

contains realizations of the policy rate that are above i, since i ≈ −2% in this model. The

behavior of return on equity (ROE) is depicted in Figure 4 with a black line. The interest

rate ι̃ represents the threshold where further cuts in the policy rate would turn deposit rates

negative in the absence of the deposit ZLB. However, since deposit rates are constrained by

zero, ι̃ instead represents the point where lowering the policy rate further starts affecting

banks disproportionately, because they cannot charge their usual spread on deposits.

The nearly complete pass-through displayed by this model in “normal territory” makes

it unable to match the stylized facts described in the introduction. In the following sections

I modify this model in order to capture a non-unitary pass-through in normal times.
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3 “High Intertemporal Substitution” Model

As mentioned in the introduction, the first extended model relaxes the assumption of a uni-

tary intertemporal elasticity of substitution and instead assumes that agents (both borrowers

and savers) have an elasticity of substitution between today and tomorrow which is greater

than one. This seemingly small change has profound implications for the loan and deposit

pass-through. For borrowers, it means that when rates are high they do not want to borrow

much. For savers, in contrast, it means that when rates are high they want to save a lot. Con-

sequently, high rates amplify the monopoly power of banks on the deposit side, but decrease

it on the loan side. Therefore, high rates lead to small loan spreads and high deposit spreads,

allowing this model to capture the stylized pass-through facts mentioned in the introduction.

Agents in this model choose their bank before their allocations (i.e. consumption and

saving/borrowing), and they have a preference shock (with an extreme value distribution)

across different banks. Having agents choose their bank before their allocations captures

frictions like switching costs or limited attention spans. These frictions correspond to the

realistic feature that customers usually choose their bank once and stick with it for long

periods of time.5 Additionally, assuming a preference shock across banks captures the fact

that due to idiosyncratic or geographical characteristics, certain customers might prefer a

given bank for reasons orthogonal to its interest rates.6

The assumptions in this model imply that deposit supply and loan demand for a given

bank contain two different elasticities, one related to the elasticity of substitution between

today and tomorrow, and another one related to the elasticity of substitution between dif-

ferent banks (stemming from the preference shock). If the intertemporal elasticity is greater

than the elasticity across banks, increases in the policy rate will increase the loan elastic-

ity but decrease the deposit elasticity, leading to smaller loan spreads but higher deposit

spreads. In the following subsections, I describe the problem of the saver, the problem of

the borrower, and the problem of the bank respectively.

5Brunetti et al. (2016) find evidence in an Italian dataset that less than a quarter of households switch their
bank in a horizon of two years

6Papers like Repullo (2004) and Andres and Arce (2012) have used geographical variation to model hetero-
geneous preferences in the banking sector.
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3.1 The Problem of the Savers

A representative saver has CES preferences between today and tomorrow characterized by

the following utility function:

U(C0, C1) =

[
(αd)

1

θdC
θd−1

θd

0 + (1− αd)
1

θdC
θd−1

θd

1

] θd

θd−1

,

where C0 is consumption today, C1 is consumption tomorrow, αd is the importance of con-

sumption today, and θd is the elasticity of substitution between today and tomorrow. The

saver has income Y
d

today, and no income tomorrow. Therefore, he must save in order to

consume tomorrow. Saving can only be done in a continuum of banks between 0 and 1.

An individual bank is indexed by j. Bank j offers a deposit rate idj . Savers must first

choose the bank that they will put their savings into, and then the amount that they will

save. The budget constraint of the saver, conditional on the choice of bank j, is given by:

C0 +
C1

1 + idj
= Y

d
.

The solution to this problem is:

C0 = αd

(
1

pdj

)−θd
Y
d

pdj
, C1 = (1− αd)

(
1/(1 + idj )

pdj

)−θd
Y
d

pdj
,

where

pdj ≡

αd + (1− αd)

(
1

1 + idj

)1−θd


1

1−θd

is the price index of aggregate consumption for a saver that chooses bank j. The indirect

utility function of this consumer is vdj = ln(Y
d
)− ln(pdj ).

7

Up to now, the quantities being discussed are conditional on choosing bank j. The

next step is to characterize the choice of bank, which is the first stage of the decision process.

I assume that the bank choice stage can be described by a stochastic utility approach, where

the total utility of choosing a given bank is the sum of the indirect utility obtained in the

7After adding a logarithm to the utility function, which does not alter the maximization problem.
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second stage, and a stochastic component that varies across banks.8 Mathematically:

V d
j = vdj + µdεdj ,

where µd is a positive constant and εdj is a random variable with zero mean and unit variance.

Assuming that the εdj random variable is independently and identically distributed

with type-one extreme value distribution, the probability of choosing bank j is given by:

Prdj = Pr(V d
j = max

r
V d
r ) =

ev
d
j /µ

d∫ 1

0
evdr/µddr

=
(pdj )

− 1

µd∫ 1

0
(pdr)

− 1

µd dr
,

as in McFadden (1973). Substituting 1/µd for εd − 1, the previous expression becomes:

Prdj =
(pdj )

1−εd∫ 1

0
(pdr)

1−εddr
=

(
pdj
pd

)1−εd

,

where pd is the usual price index: pd =
(∫ 1

0
(pdr)

1−εddr
) 1

1−εd
. This indicates that the proba-

bility of choosing a given bank is determined by the ratio of the price of aggregate consump-

tion offered by that bank over the price of aggregate consumption offered by the “average”

bank, with an “elasticity” εd which captures how sensitive the probability is to deviations

from the average price. However, what matters for banks is not only the probability that

they are chosen, but the amount of deposits that they receive. This is the multiplication of

the probability that they are chosen by the amount of deposits that they receive conditional

on being chosen. Multiplying the probability that bank j is chosen (Prdj ) with the amount

of deposits held at bank j if it is chosen (dj), one obtains:

djPr
d
j = (1− αd)(1 + idj )

θd−1(pdj )
θd−εd(pd)ε

d−1Y
d
.

I interpret (1− αd)(1 + id)θ
d−1(pd)θ

d−1Y
d

as aggregate deposits and denote it with D. Even

though this quantity varies with the policy rate, here I will keep D fixed and ignore its

dependence on the policy rate. I do this is in order to preserve the partial equilibrium

nature of the model in Ulate (2019), which assumes that the banks optimize in response to

changes in the policy rate but the aggregate amount of loans and deposits remains fixed.9

8As mentioned earlier, this stochastic component can be due to several things: geographic variation, switching
costs, recommendations of family or friends, etc.

9There are several margins besides the ones considered here which can affect deposit supply. Those margins
might even dominate the influence of the policy rate. That is why in this paper I choose to abstract from
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Additionally, I interpret djPr
d
j as the amount deposited to bank j once the whole population

of savers is taken into account, and denote this by Dj. Then:

Dj =

(
1 + idj
1 + id

)θd−1(
pdj
pd

)θd−εd

D. (5)

This means that deposit supply for bank j has two distinct elasticity margins.

Using equation (5) and the definition of pdj , the elasticity of deposit supply with

respect to the gross deposit rate can be written as:

γdj ≡
∂Dj

∂(1 + idj )

1 + idj
Dj

= sdj (ε
d − 1) + (1− sdj )(θd − 1) = (θd − 1)− sdj (θd − εd), (6)

where sdj ≡ ((1−αd)(1 + idj )
θd−1)/(αd + (1−αd)(1 + idj )

θd−1), 0 ≤ sdj ≤ 1, and
∂sdj
∂idj

> 0. When

the deposit rate charged by bank j is high, the weight sdj is high, and the elasticity is driven

towards εd − 1. Conversely, when idj is low, the weight sdj is low, and the elasticity is driven

towards θd − 1. To the extent that θd > εd, increasing the policy rate (which will increase

the deposit rate of all banks) decreases the elasticity and leads to higher markups.10 This

implies that the pass-through from the policy rate to the deposit rate is smaller than one.

When idj is low, the price of consumption of bank j (pdj ) tends to 1. Hence, the second

parenthesis in (5) plays a smaller role and the main elasticity left in the expression for deposit

supply is θd−1. Intuitively, when the deposit rate is low, it is not an important factor in how

customers substitute between banks, and hence the main elasticity that determines deposit

supply is the intertemporal elasticity of substitution. In contrast, a high deposit rate idj tilts

the price of consumption for bank j towards (1 + idj )
−1, allowing the second parenthesis in

(5) to be combined with the first, with an elasticity of εd−1. Intuitively, with a high deposit

rate (and θd > 1), most consumption happens tomorrow, making the I.E.S. irrelevant and

turning εd − 1 into the crucial elasticity governing deposit supply.

analyzing changes in aggregate deposit supply and focus instead on the allocation of such aggregate supply.
10In the limit of a continuous time model, the elasticity of substitution between “today” and “tomorrow”

should be high, approaching infinity. In contrast, the elasticity of substitution between banks will remain
bounded because the switching costs operate across several periods. It is then natural to expect θd > εd.
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3.2 The Problem of the Borrowers

The problem of the borrower is somewhat related to the one of the saver, but it is slightly

different. A borrower has CES preferences between today and tomorrow:

U(C0, C1) =

[
(αl)

1

θlC
θl−1

θl

0 + (1− αl)
1

θlC
θl−1

θl

1

] θl

θl−1

.

where C0 is consumption today, C1 is consumption tomorrow, αl is the importance of con-

sumption today, and θl is the elasticity of substitution between consumption today and con-

sumption tomorrow. In contrast with the saver, the borrower only has income Y
l

tomorrow.

He needs to borrow in order to consume today. He can borrow from a continuum of banks be-

tween 0 and 1. The budget constraint conditional on the choice of bank j can be expressed as:

(1 + ilj)C0 + C1 = Y
l
.

The solution to this problem is:

C0 = αl

(
1 + ilj
plj

)−θl
Y
l

plj
, C1 = (1− αl)

(
1

plj

)−θl
Y
l

plj
,

where

plj ≡
(
αl(1 + ilj)

1−θl + 1− αl
) 1

1−θl

is the price index of aggregate consumption for a borrower that chooses bank j.

Taking the same stochastic utility approach as in the case of the saver, the probability

for a consumer of choosing bank j is given by: Prlj =
(
plj/p

l
)1−εl

, where pl is the usual CES

price index: pl =
(∫ 1

0
(plr)

1−εldr
) 1

1−εl
. Multiplying the amount borrowed from bank j if it is

chosen (Bj) by this probability, one obtains:

BjPr
l
j = αl(1 + ilj)

−θl(plj)
θl−εl(pl)ε

l−1Y
l
.

Interpret αl(1 + il)−θ
l
(pl)θ

l−1Y
l

as aggregate borrowing and denote it as L. Additionally,

interpret BjPr
l
j as the amount borrowed from each bank j once the whole population of
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borrowers is taken into account, and denote this by Lj. Then:

Lj =

(
1 + ilj
1 + il

)−θl (
plj
pl

)θl−εl

L. (7)

The interpretation of this equation is similar to the one of equation (5). The elasticity

of loan demand with respect to the gross loan rate is:

γlj ≡
∂Lj

∂(1 + ilj)

1 + ilj
Lj

= −sljεl − (1− slj)θl = −θl + slj(θ
l − εl), (8)

where slj ≡ (αl(1 + ilj)
1−θl)/(αl

(
1 + ilj

)1−θl
+ 1− αl), 0 ≤ slj ≤ 1, and

∂slj
∂ilj

< 0.

3.3 The Problem of the Banks

The setup of the banking problem is similar to the one in Section 2, but here I also introduce

exogenous costs of issuing loans and deposits (µl and µd). Banks choose the interest rate

they charge on loans ilj, the amount they lend, the interest rate they pay on deposits idj , the

amount of deposits they take, and the amount of reserves they hold at the central bank,

which earns the policy rate i, subject to several constraints. The maximization problem that

the individual bank j faces is therefore the following:

max
ilj ,Lj ,i

d
j ,Dj ,Hj

(1 + ilj − µl)Lj + (1 + i)Hj − (1 + idj + µd)Dj

s.t.

Lj =

(
1 + ilj
1 + il

)−θl (
plj
pl

)θl−εl

L

Dj =


(

1+idj
1+id

)θd−1 (pdj
pd

)θd−εd
D if idj ≥ 0

0 if idj < 0

Lj +Hj = Fj +Dj

Hj ≥ 0,

where µl is the cost of issuing loans and µd is the cost of issuing deposits.

In Regime 1, where the banks can solve their problem unconstrained by the ZLB on

deposits and optimally hold positive reserves, the F.O.C.’s w.r.t. the gross loan rate and the
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gross deposit rate are:

0 = Lj + [(1 + ilj)− (1 + i)− µl] ∂Lj
∂1 + ilj

0 = −Dj + [(1 + i)− (1 + idj )− µd]
∂Dj

∂1 + idj
.

Using the elasticities provided in equations (6) and (8) these equations can be simplified to:

1 + ilj =
γlj

γlj + 1
(1 + i+ µl), 1 + idj =

γdj
γdj + 1

(1 + i− µd).

Since the elasticities γlj and γdj contain ilj and idj respectively, these equations don’t provide a

closed-form solution for the loan rate and the deposit rate, but they can be solved numerically.

Nevertheless, the previous equations are still very useful, since they clarify that the gross loan

rate is set as a markup (since γlj < −1) on the gross policy rate and the gross deposit rate is

set as a markdown (since γdj > 0) on the gross policy rate. Since all banks are identical, they

all charge the same loan rate and pay the same deposit rate (denoted by il and id). Return

on equity for banks is then given by:

F ′

F
− 1 = i+ (il − i− µl)L

F
+ (i− id − µd)D

F
.

In Regime 2 banks pay a zero rate on deposits and obtain a fixed amount of deposits

D, choose the interest rate they charge on loans ilj, the amount they lend, and the amount

of reserves they hold in the central bank. The solution for the loan rate is exactly the same

one as in Regime 1. Return on equity has the same expression as in Regime 1 after setting

id = 0. The solution for Regime 3 is a bit complicated, but works very similarly than Regime

3 in the original static model of Ulate (2019).

If I assume parameter values αd = αl = 0.9, εd = εl = 10, θl = θd = 100, µl = 0.8%,

µd = −0.6%, D/F = 9 and L/F = 10, then the behavior of rates is the one illustrated

in Figure 2 and the behavior of ROE is the one illustrated by the blue line in Figure 4.

Importantly, the model exhibits non-unitary pass-through similar to the one in the data.

While the parameter values that I assume (in order to obtain a pass-through that can

match the stylized facts described in the introduction) are not carefully calibrated, this setup

illustrates the fact that models with a non-unitary pass-through can still feature a behavior

of bank ROE that is similar to the one in Ulate (2019).
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4 “Liquidity and Bonds” Model

The second extended model relies on different mechanisms to generate a non-unitary pass-

through in the loan rate and the deposit rate. On the loan side the mechanism is exactly the

same as in the previous model. Consequently, the problem of the borrowers is not described

here. The problem of the savers is different, since the intertemporal elasticity of substitution

is once again assumed to be unitary, but agents can now save in cash, bonds, or deposits

with a continuum of banks. The next subsection describes the problem of the saver, and the

following one describes the bank’s problem.

4.1 The Problem of the Savers

I assume that there is an individual consumer that lives for two periods, denoted 0 and 1. This

consumer has a total income of Y
d

in the first period and he can consume in both periods. To

consume in period 0 is easy for this consumer, it can be done directly. However, to consume

in period 1 the consumer must save some of his current income Y
d
. He can save in three

ways: through one of a continuum of banks between zero and one (indexed with j), in cash

(which offers a nominal return of zero percent), or in bonds that pay a gross return of (1+ i).

The decision process of this consumer happens in two stages. In the first stage, the

consumer decides which bank he wants to save with, and in the second stage he chooses the

amounts he wants to allocate to cash, deposits, and bonds. First, I will describe the problem

of a consumer that has already chosen bank j, and then I will describe the way that the

bank choice is made. I assume that the direct utility function of the consumer conditional

on his choice of bank j is given by:

U(C0, C1,Lj) = ln(C0) + β ln(C1) + γ ln(Lj),

where β is the discount factor between periods, γ is the importance of liquidity in utility,

and Ct is consumption in period t. Additionally, Lj represents liquidity services, which are

the following combination of deposits in bank j and cash:

Lj =

(
(αd)

1

θd d
θd−1

θd

j + (1− αd)
1

θdM
θd−1

θd

j

) θd

θd−1

,

where αd is the importance of deposits in liquidity provision, θd is the elasticity of substitution

between cash and deposits in liquidity provision, dj are deposits at bank j, and Mj is the

amount of cash held conditional on the choice of bank j.

The first and second period budget constraints of the saver (again, conditional on the
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choice of bank j) are:

P0C0 = P0Y
d − dj −Mj −Bj

P1C1 = (1 + idj )dj + (1 + i)Bj +Mj,

where 1 + idj is the gross deposit rate paid between periods 0 and 1 by bank j (which is

known by the consumer with certainty), Bj is the amount of bonds held conditional on the

choice of bank j, i is the policy rate (which is assumed to be the return on bonds), and Pt

is the price index in period t. The aggregate budget constraint can then be expressed as:

C0 = Y
d − 1

1 + i

P1

P0

C1 −
i− idj
1 + i

dj
P0

− i

1 + i

Mj

P0

.

The solution to the saver’s problem conditional on the choice of bank is:

C0 =
Y
d

1 + β + γ
, C1 =

β(1 + r)

1 + β + γ
Y
d
,

Lj =
γ(1 + i)

1 + β + γ

Y
d

pdj
, dj = αd

(
i− idj
pdj

)−θd
Lj,

where P0 has been normalized to one, 1+r ≡ (1+i)P0

P1
, and the price of liquidity pdj is given by

pdj ≡
[
αd(i− idj )1−θ

d

+ (1− αd)i1−θd
] 1

1−θd
.

With these quantities, the indirect utility function conditional on borrowing from

bank j can be expressed as:

vdj = (1 + β + γ)(ln(Y
d
)− ln(1 + β + γ)) + β ln(β)

+ γ ln(γ) + β ln(1 + r) + γ ln(1 + i)− γ ln(pdj )

Then, as in Anderson et al. (1988), assume that the first stage (the bank choice stage), is

described by a stochastic utility approach:

V d
j = vdj + µdεdj ,

where µd is a positive constant and εdj is a random variable with zero mean and unit variance.

Assuming that the εdj random variables are independently and identically distributed with
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type-one extreme value distribution, the probability for a consumer of choosing bank j is:

Prdj = Pr(V d
j = max

r
V d
r ) =

ev
d
j /µ

d∫ 1

0
evdr/µddr

=
(pdj )

− γ

µd∫ 1

0
(pdr)

− γ

µd dr
.

Substituting −γ/µd for 1− εd, the previous expression can be rewritten as:

Prdj =
(pdj )

1−εd∫ 1

0
(pdr)

1−εddr
=

(
pdj
pd

)1−εd

,

where pd is the aggregate price of liquidity defined in the usual way. Multiplying dj by this

probability and simplifying one obtains:

djPr
d
j = αd

γ(1 + i)

1 + β + γ

Y
d

pd

(
i− id

pd

)−θd (i− idj
i− id

)−θd (
pdj
pd

)θd−εd

.

Interpret αd γ(1+i)
1+β+γ

Y
d

pd

(
i−id
pd

)−θd
as aggregate deposits and denote them with D. Ad-

ditionally, interpret djPr(j) as the amount deposited in bank j once the whole population

of consumers is taken into account, and denote this by Dj. Then:

Dj =

(
i− idj
i− id

)−θd (
pdj
pd

)θd−εd

D, (9)

This is related to equation (5) but it is different in several aspects. First, the exponent of the

first term is −θd instead of θd− 1. Second, the quantity inside the first parenthesis is a ratio

of spreads (i− idj ) instead of a ratio of gross interest rates (because now the customers have a

bigger selection of saving instruments). Third, the definition of pdj is different in this context.

4.2 The Problem of the Banks

The setup of the banking problem is exactly the same as in Section 3.3, with a single change

to make deposit supply follow (9) instead of (5). The maximization problem that individual

bank j faces is therefore the following:

max
ilj ,Lj ,i

d
j ,Dj ,Hj

(1 + ilj − µl)Lj + (1 + i)Hj − (1 + idj + µd)Dj

s.t.
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Lj =

(
1 + ilj
1 + il

)−θl (
plj
pl

)θl−εl

L

Dj =


(
i−idj
i−id

)−θd (pdj
pd

)θd−εd
D if idj ≥ 0

0 if idj < 0

Lj +Hj = Fj +Dj

Hj ≥ 0,

The F.O.C for the loan rate is exactly the same as in Section 3.3. Meanwhile, the derivative

of deposit supply w.r.t. idj is:

∂Dj

∂idj
= θd

Dj

i− idj
− (θd − εd)Dj

pdj
αd

(
i− idj
pdj

)−θd
.

The F.O.C. w.r.t. idj is the following:

0 = −Dj + (i− idj − µd)
∂Dj

∂idj
.

Combining the previous two equations, one obtains:

0 = αd(i− idj )2−θ
d

(1− εd) + (i− idj )(1− αd)i1−θ
d

(1− θd)

+ µdθd(1− αd)i1−θd + µdεdαd(i− idj )1−θ
d

.

As in the previous extended model, this equation cannot be solved explicitly for idj , but it

can be solved numerically. Return on equity for banks is described by the same expression

as in the first extended model, and Regime 2 and 3 work in a similar way as well.

If I assume parameter values αl = 0.9, εl = 10, θl = 100 and µl = 0.8% on the

loan side, and αd = 0.5, εd = 2, θd = 0.5 and µd = 0.1% on the deposit side, as well as

D/F = 9 and L/F = 10, then the behavior of rates is the one illustrated in Figure 3 and

the behavior of ROE is the one illustrated by the red line in Figure 4. As in the case of

the “High Intertemporal Substitution” model, this second model also exhibits non-unitary

pass-through similar to that in the data. The parameter values that I assume on the loan

side are the same as the ones assumed in the “High Intertemporal Substitution” model. On

the deposit side, αd = 0.5 indicates that deposits and cash have the same importance in the

liquidity aggregator, θd = 0.5 indicates that deposits and cash are not very substitutable,

and εd = 2 indicates that banks have substantial monopoly power. Kurlat (2019) uses data
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to estimate a version of θd in a related model, and finds a value of 0.52, consistent with the

value of 0.5 used in this paper.

While this model ends up delivering a behavior of rates similar to that in the “High

Intertemporal Substitution” model, it relies on a completely different mechanism to deliver

non-unitary deposit pass-through. This can be beneficial to researchers that want to include

cash and bonds in their general equilibrium models for alternative reasons. Additionally, the

saving parameter values are more realistic in this extension.

5 Conclusion

This paper proposes static and partial equilibrium models of the banking sector in order

to study the pass-through of the policy rate to the loan rate and the deposit rate. First,

the paper discusses the partial equilibrium model of Ulate (2019). This model is useful to

convey intuition and to study negative nominal interest rates, but it features a complete pass-

through of the policy rate to loans and deposit rates in “normal territory”. This complete

pass-through is not consistent with stylized facts indicating that the pass-through of the

policy rate to loan and deposit rates is between 0.5 and 0.8 during normal times.

Next, the paper modifies the static framework of Ulate (2019) and proposes two

models which can match the aforementioned stylized facts while remaining parsimonious.

Importantly, the proposed models do not rely on having large banks to obtain a realistic pass-

through, as they can deliver a non-unitary pass-through even with a continuum of banks.

The first model relies on a CES utility function between today and tomorrow, a

sequential choice of bank and saving (or borrowing) amounts, and differentiation between

banks. For borrowers, an intertemporal elasticity of substitution greater than one implies

that they want to borrow a small amount when rates are high. This gives lenders “less

monopoly power” and makes them charge a smaller loan spread when rates are high. In

contrast, banks charge a higher deposit spread when rates are high.

In the second model, agents can save using cash, deposits in a continuum of banks, or

bonds. Additionally, cash and bonds provide liquidity services through a CES aggregator.

Savers must first choose a bank and only then choose their allocations (amount of deposits,

cash, or bonds). When rates are high, the return differential between bonds and cash is high,

making deposits valuable and allowing banks to charge a high deposit spread.

Overall, the extended models provide a parsimonious way of capturing non-unitary

pass-through in normal territory, while also providing realistic pass-through in negative ter-

ritory. Additionally, they do not require a small number of banks and hence sidestep the as-

sociated complication of determining the evolution of the number of banks. Moreover, the

extended models have similar implications for return on equity as the static model of Ulate
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(2019), and they suggest that having a non-unitary pass-through in normal territory does

not modify substantially the analysis under negative rates.

The three models discussed in this paper indicate that a cut in the policy rate in neg-

ative territory affects banks more than usual. However, this does not indicate that negative

nominal interest rates (or, to be more precise, rates below ι̃) are ineffective or harmful. As

discussed in Ulate (2019), even if commercial bank profitability is being adversely affected

by negative rates, a cut in the policy rate in negative territory can still be expansionary in a

general equilibrium model. This occurs for several reasons. First, lower loan rates can stim-

ulate investment and output. Second, higher loan demand allows banks to substitute re-

serves for loans, shielding them from negative rates. Third, negative rates can signal lower

rates in the future (via the signaling channel emphasized in de Groot and Haas, 2020).

In the DSGE model of Ulate (2019), the effectiveness of a cut in negative territory

is between 60% and 90% of its effectiveness in positive territory (in terms of welfare). The

models proposed in this paper have similar implications for bank profitability and pass-

through in negative territory as the model in Ulate (2019). Hence, they would also indicate

that negative rates are expansionary until the policy rate reaches the dis-intermediation

threshold i (which is between -1.5% and -2%). This indicates that the Effective Lower Bound

(ELB) can be lower than zero (the ZLB). Additionally, this can occur despite the fact that

commercial banks start being disproportionately affected by policy cuts even above the ZLB

(since the first threshold ι̃ is above zero).

In this paper, I don’t discuss how changing the amount of total reserves in the sys-

tem affects the economy or the effectiveness of negative rates. Nevertheless, in the mod-

els discussed in this paper, the effect of increasing the central bank balance sheet (through

programs like QE or TLTRO) would be to increase the amount of reserves in the system.

This would increase the exposure of commercial banks to negative rates, thereby diminish-

ing their effectiveness. Balance sheet expansion could also have an effect in normal times,

although the models in this paper cannot speak to that. This topic is studied more explic-

itly by papers like Sims and Wu (2019) or Ray (2019), among many others.
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